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Specifications

Sensitivity  97.1% 

Specificity  99.5% 

Accuracy 98.8% 

Packaging
5 tests/box, 120boxes/case

Case dimensions\weight
520x395x440cm\10.55kg

Efficient Testing
Process

RCT190040.00

*Disclaimer:  These tests are intended for use by trained clinical laboratory personnel and individuals trained in point of care settings. When purchasing this product,
you are acknowledging that the administration of the tests will only be completed by the above person(s). MHCare Medical is not liable for off-label use of this product
in any way.

The Medsup COVID-19 Rapid Antigen Tests are manufactured in Canada. The results are based on the
qualitative detection of SARS-CoV-2 in the nucleocapsid protein antigen from the nasal swab specimens taken
directly from individuals who are suspected of COVID-19 within the first seven days of the onset of symptoms.
These tests can also be used for individuals without symptoms when tested twice over two or three days with
at least 24 hours and no more than 36 hours between tests*.

There are five test kits in the packaging including: five test cassettes, five buffer extraction tubes, five nasal
swabs, and two instruction inserts (English and French).

Compared to most of other alternatives in the market, these test kits have the extraction buffer already in the
sample tubes with double screwable caps: one to open for the swabs, and the other for applying drops on the
testing cassettes. It turns the testing into a more efficient and tidier process with less steps involved.  The time
for reading the results is between 15 to 30 minutes.  

Medsup COVID-19 
Rapid Antigen Test

Product code: RCT190040 

Interim order: IO 344136 

Shelf Life: 24 months
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